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Development of a Preventive Maintenance
Algorithm for use in Pavement
Management Systems

Kerunvru A. C,qrroN, Moualvtep Y. SHRutN, Tsovtas Scut-Llox, AND
Rossnr L. Lvrrox

A primary objective of Pavement Management Systems is to
maintain pavements in good condition at tlte lorvest possible
cost. Preventive maintenance treatments play an important
role in prolonging service life by slowing dorvn pavement dete-
rioration. This paper documents the development of a preven-
tive maintenance algorithm and introduces a new concept in
determining distress density limits for the recommendation of
preventlve maintenance treatments. A llterature search was
performed in order to evaluate preventive maintenance al-
gorithms curently in use. Common to existing preventive
maintenance algorithms is the use of the subjective judgment
of pavement engineers to determine distress density ranges.
The procedure described in this paper, which was developed at
the United States Army Construction Dngineering Research
Laboratory, relates distress density directly to the Pavement
Condition Index used in the l'}¡WBR Pavement Management
System. 'Ihe concepts presented in this paper can be used by
any âgency to fully develop a preventive maintenance al-
gorithm. The procedure described can be applied to both
asphalt concrete and portlancl cement concrete pavements, and
is flexible enough to all<¡lv for local policies and economic
factors. 'lhe initial algorithm may be expanded to include
environmental or geographic factors and adclitional preventive
maintenance treatments at a later date.

As the infrastructure of pavcments in the Unitcd States con-
tinues to deteriorate, many agencics are using Pavemcnt Man-
agement Systcms (PMS) as an aid in maintaining pavemcnts in
good condition at the lowest possiblc cost. An effective PMS
should include

1, Data storage and report gencration;
2. Network managcmcnt tools, including prediction of pave-

ment condition, budget planning, and inspcction scheduling;
and

3. Projcct managcmcnt tools, including pavemcnt condition
history construction history and cconomic analysis for dctcr-
mining the most cost-effective maintenance and repair (M&R)
strategy.

The timing of M&R repairs can be an important factor in
maintaining pavemcnts economically. Typical pavcmcnt dctcri-
oration curves dcpict pavement lifc cycles as consisting of two
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phascs (1). During the first phase, a 40 percent deterioration of
pavement condition gradually occurs over 75 pcrcent of the life
of the pavcment. As the second phase begins, a sharp decrease

in conilition occurs. An equivalent 40 perccnt drop in condition
takcs pìace within only 12 percent of thc life of lhe pavement.

Pavemcnt M&R costs at this point are 4 to 5 timcs as high as

those at the end of the ûrst phase. If pavement repairs are

performed while the pavement is still in the first phase, rather

than waiting until the sharp decline to a poor or failed condi-
tion, costs can be greatly reduced. A method of deterring the

onslaught of the sharp decrease in condition is to perform
appropriate preventive maintenance techniques to pavemcnts

relatively lree of surface distresses. The function of these

prcvcntivc maintenance techniques is to slow down pavement

detcrioration in order to prolong service life.
The objective of this paper is to document the developmcnt

of a preventive maintenance algorithm for use in Pavcment
Managcment Systems. The PAVER Pavcment Managcmcnt
Systcm, dcvclopcd by the U.S. Army Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory QSA-CERL), will be uscd to dcmon-
strate the applicability of the algorithm. However, thc logic
followed throughout the developmcnt is equally applicable to
any PMS. This paper will also introduce a new concept in
determining distress density limits for idcntifying appropriate
prcvcntive maintenance strategies. The concept presented is an

improvemcnt over existing subjective approachcs.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PAVEMENT
CONDITION INDBX (PCÐ

In ordcr to prcdict future pavement conditions, a Pavement
Management System must have an objcctive, repeatable mea-
suremcnt rating. The PAVER System is based on thc Pavement
Condition Indcx (PCf. Thc dcvelopment of the PCI is wcll
documentcd (2).It is important to explain the conccprs behind
thc PCI for an understanding of the components of the preven-
¡ivc maint.cnance algorithm presented later in this papcr. The
PCI will be uscd in the dctcrmination of which pavemenrs
should bc recommendcd for preventive maintcnance, and one
of the stcps used in calculating the PCI is fundamental to a

major portion of the preventive maintenance algorithm,
Thcre wcre thrce objectives to be mct in thc <Icvelopment of

thc PCI. It was meant to provide: (a) an indcx of present
condition in terms of both structural integrity and surface
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operational condition, (ö) an objective, rational basis for deter-

mining M&R needs and priorities, and (c) a waming system for
the early identifìcation or projection of major repair require-

ments or both (3). The PCI is based on three pavement distress

characteristics: distress type, severity, andquantity. These three

characteristics are evaluated according to a standardizedrating
system, and the PCI, a numerical condition index between 0

and 100, is determined.

Because of the large number of possible distress type/sever-
itylquantity combinatiors that are possible, the major problem

was the dcvelopment of one index that would take into account

all three factors. The following equation was found to be a

comprehensive and accurate model for expressing a condition
index 6).
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FIGURE I Deduct value curves for alligator cracking.

Based on the input from the field testing and evaluation pro-
cedure, accurate descriptions of distress types, severity levels,

and the corresponding deduct values were derived so that a

composite distress index (PCf could be determined. The con-
tinued ability of the PCI to represent the subjective rating of
pavement engineers was recently confirmed in a study done in
the San Francisco Bay area (4).Inthat study, inspections using

both subjective ratings and the PCI rating procedures were

performed on Bay area pavements to test the accuracy of the

deduct and multiple-distress correction curves. Results of the

regression analysis on the collected data indicated a high cor-
relation between the mean subjective rating (PCR) and PCI
(R2 = 0.86). Through years of field use, the PCI has continually
been found to be an objective, repeatable scale (within t 5

points with 95 percent confidence) of the collective judgment

of experienced pavement engineers,

PREVBNTIVE MAINTBNANCB CONCBPTS

In a study conducted for USA-CERL by the Texas Transporta-
tion Institute/Texas A&M University (TTI/A&M), a com-
prehensive literature search was done to investigate existing
strategies for the selection of M&R alternatives at various
agencies (5). Incorporated into the M&R algorithms used by
the agencies is the selection of preventive maintenance treat-
ments for pavements with little or no structural damage. Pave-
ments with signiflcant structural deficiencies must be rehabili-
tated with more appropriate M&R techniques. A summary of
the approaches used by the Califomia Department of Transpor-
tation, Texas State Department of Highways and Public Trans-
portation (SDHPT), the San Francisco Bay Area, and the
PAVER Pavement Management System is presented here.

In 1979, the California DOT implemented a PMS that fea-
tured M&R strategies based on the experience of agency engi-
ncnrs (6,7).The selection of a final repair technique for asphalt
concrete pavements involves four basic steps. First, a survey is
performed that determines the extent and sevcrity of eight
possible distress types. Each distress identified in a pavement
section is entered into a decision tree to identify all possible
solutions for the lane, as shown in Figure 2, for alligator, block,

to

0

PCI=C -

where

a I T¡, S¡, D ijl F (t, d)

PCI = pavsment condition index;
C = a constant depending on desired maximum

scale value;
a I I = deduct weighting value depending on

distress type T¡ level of severity S¡, and

density of distress D¡¡;
i = counter for distrcss types;
j = counter for sevcrity levels;
p = total number of distress types of pavement

type under consideration;
m¡ = number of severity levels on the lth type

of distress; and

F(t, d) = an adjustment factor for multiple distresses

that varies with total summed deduct value
(f) and number of deducts (d).

Acceptable distress dclìnitions and deduct values were dc-
veloped over scveral years through extensive field testing and

revisions by a group of experienced pavcment engineers. Dur-
ing field testing, a subjective pavement condition rating (PCR)

was delermined for each section of pavement in addition to a

calculated PCI. In order to calculate the PCI, deduct values

were preliminarily assigned to all distress type/severity level
combinations based on distress density [(amount of distress/
area of sample unit) x 100]. The dcduct values were meant to
serve as a type of weighting factor that indicated the size of the

effect that the particular distress type/scverity level/distress
density combination had on thc pavement condition. The de-

duct curves for alligator cracking on roads and strcets are

shown in Figure l.
Once all the dcduct values had been determined for each

distress type/scvcrity level combination identified in the pave-

ment survey, the total ¡rumber of deducts was summed. The
total deduct value was thcn corrected based on the numbcr of
deducts and subtractcd from 100, which was chosen to be
reprcsentative of a pavement in perfect condition. Many revi-
sions were made until the calculated PCI could closely corre-
late with the average PCR value.

pmitt
i=r j=l

ALLIGATOR CRACKING
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FIGURD 2 California DOT decision tree
longitudinal cracking.

or longitudinal cracking. Once altcmatives have been identi-

ñed, the second step is to compare each individual strategy and

determine the one that will correct all the existing distresses in

the lane. This strategy is referred to as the dominant strategy'

The next step is to identify a compatible strategy that takcs into

consideration the dominant strategies for the shoulder and each

pavement lane. Finally, all identifìed compatible strategies are

listed in order of priority based on ride, distress rating, and

average daily traffic (ADT).
The Texas SDHPT recently revised their PMS to include the

selection of prevcntive maintenance requircments (8,9)' Irtl-
tially, their PMS was uscd as a nctwork level tool that identilìed

pavements in nced of major M&R work and estimatcd budget

requirements,
The de¡ision on whcthcr a pavcmcnt section is selccted for

rehabilitation is based on the pavement's condition rating,

Texas uses a distress and serviccability rating consisting of
seven surface distress types' A condition rating between 0 and

100 is determined with a score of 100 representing a pavement

in perfect condition. Pavcments idcntifìed as having a condition

rating of less than 35 are flagged for rehabilitation consid-

eration.
The Department found that a Srcat deal of the work being

proposed was for pavemcnts with relatively high ratings (i.e.'

55 to 75). Because these pavements werc not identifìed as

needing structural improvements, they were treatcd as candi-

dates for preventive maintenance activities'
The preventive maintenance algorithm uscs a decision trees

procedure, such as that shown in Figure 3, which is bascd on

the following criteria:
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for flexible pavement alligator/block/

1. Pavement type (7 types of flexible pavements are

defined),
2. Type and extent of pavement distress, and

3. Traffic level (4 levels are defìned)'

An appropriate maintenance strategy is identifìed for each

pavement type/distress type/distress extent/trafnc level com-

bination. The maintenance strategies used in the Texas Ph{S are

shown in Table l.
Following the selection of possible altematives, a dominant

strategy is selected that ranks the selected strategies in order of
their ability to repair multiple distresses' Once a procedure has

bcen selected, the program then makes additional checks to

identify the need for any necessary maintenance requirements.

The San Francisco Bay area PMS uses the PCI as an indica-

tor of pavement condition (4).In order to determine sections in
necd of M&R work, the most recent PCI is used with a PCI
prcdiction technique to project the condition throughout a

S-year analysis period. These values are entered into selection

criteria that specify the PCI ranges and deterioration rates for
four M&R categories: major rehabilitation, overall reha-

bilitation, light rehabilitation, and a preventive maintenance

program.

In this system, preventive maintenance is recommended for
those sections with a PCI greater than 70 or a PCI that will not

go below 70 in any of the first 3 years of the analysis program,

Once identified as a preventive maintenance candidate, the

present condition, projected condition, and any previously ap-

plied preventive maintenance treatments are all corsidered in
the recommendation about which technique to apply' A series

TRAFFIC TREAÎMENT
LEVELS (TABLE 2}
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FIGURE 3 Example of one branch of Texas decision tree.



TABLE 1 MAINTENANCE S1RATEGIES
CONSIDERED IN TI.IE TEXAS PAVEMENT
EVALUATION SYSTEM

['1å i ntenànce Stråteg i es

Number Nåme
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of treatments such as surface treatments, crack sealing, or skin
patching is t¡pically scheduled according fo a predetermined
time sequence.

A section will remain in the preventive maintenance pro-
gram until either the PCI drops below 70 or a maximum
allowable number of successive seal coats has been applied.
Table 2lists the preventive maintenance policy default values
used in the PMS for crack seal intervals and maximum allow-
able number of successive seal coats. The user has the option of
overriding the default values if, for example, a thin overlay is
determined to be more appropriate than a seal coat on a high-
volume road.

The existing PAVER PMS uses two tables, one each for
flexible and rigid pavements, in the selection of appropriate
maintcnance strategies (10). The guidelines for flexible pave-
ments, as shown in Table 3, and those for PCC pavements,
were intended to be applied to pavements with high PCI values.
Using Table 3 as a starting point, the TTUA&M study laid much
of the groundwork in the development of a proposed preventive
maintenance algorithm for the PAVER system. The selection of
appropriate preventive maintenance treatments for candidate
sections is based primarily on surface distress conditions and
pavsmant ra¡¡k, Pavement rank is used in the PAVER system as

an indication of the functional classification of a pavement.

PREVBNTIVE MAINTENANCE ALGORITHM
DEVELOPMENT

As alrcady mentioned, the objective of this paper is to ourline
thc development of an algorithm for the rccommendation of

Chip Seals SIurry Seals

l0

1e

13

11

l4

Do Nothing

Seal Cracks

Partial Patch

FulI Depth Påtch

Fog SeaI

Strip SeaÌ

Seal Coat

Asphal t-Rubber Seal

Slurry Seal

Leve I -up

Thin Overlay

RotomiLl

Spot Seal

Rotomill + Seå1. Coat

Rotomill + Thin Overl.åy

TABLE 2 SAN FRANCISCO PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE POLICY

Number of Successive Seals
Prror to Overlày or Removal,

Surface Type/
Branch Use

Crack Seal
I nterva I

AC ART

AC COL

AC RES/LOC

AC/AC AR'T

AC/AC COL

AC/AC RES/LOC

AC/PCC ART

AC/PCC COL

AC/PCC RES/LOC

ST COL

ST RES/LOC

3 YRS

4 YRS

4 YRS

3 YRS

4 YRS

4 YRS

3 YRS

It YRS

¿t YRS

3 YRS

4 YRS

Note: AC = asphalt surfaced, ART = arterial, AC/AC = asphalt surfaced overlaid
with asphalt, COL = collector, AC/PCC = rigid pavement overlaid wirh asphalt,
ST = surface treatment (armor coat) pavement, and RESILOC = residential/local.
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TABLE 3 PAVER PROCEDURE FOR IDENTIFYINC M&R ALT!,RNATIVES FOR FLEXIBLE PAVEMENTS
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preventive maintenance strategies, The conccpts dcscribed can

be applied to both AC and PCC pavements, and can include

any prevcntive maintenance treatments used by an agency' The

initial algorithm is expandable so that environmental or geo-

graphical factors can be added at a later date.

Many factors are likely to influcnce the dcvelopmcnt of a

preventive maintenance algorithm. Each agcncy must make

decisions about appropriate strategies that conform to local
policies and minimum pavcmcnt condition levels, Some of the

factors that inlluenced the developlnent of the algorithm uscd

in this paper are presented here.

1. Agencies requiro a llcxible algorithn- -.at allows them to

tailor the selcction criteria accordìng to local needs and

policies.
2. It was found that most agencics will not typically apply

seal coats and slurry scals to high-volume pavements, Often,

A : hos only one 3everily levsl.

crack seals and thin overlays are the only strategies recom-

mcnded for this type of pavement. This assumption was

adopted in the development of the algorithm.

3. Little information was available concem which preven-

tive maintenance techniques work wcll under various environ-

mental conditions.

4. Different climatic zones affect pavement deterioration

rates in different ways. Factors such as amount of rainfall, type

of subgrade, and number of freeze-thaw cycles influence the

pavement deterioration rate if preventive maintenance is de-

ferred, Average conditions were assumed in the development of
thc algorithm because insufficient information was available

regarding the incorporation of climatic factors into the system.

The proposed algorithm is flexible enough to allow for the

addition of climatic factors as more data becomc available.
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5. A trigger value should be set to indicate the lower bound-
ary in the selection of candidate sections for preventive mainte-
nance. A PCI default value of 70 was used as the trigger value
in the development of this algorithm. Agencies will have the
option of overriding the default value,

6. It was felt that small amounts of severe distress should
not preclude a section from being selected for preventive main-
tenance. For that reason, patching was included as a repair
procedure that could be recommended before the application of
preventive maintenance activities.

7. All distress types identified in a section should be consid-
ered so that large amounts of severe distress, where restorative
procedures may be more appropriate, are identiñed.

An effective preventive maintenance algorithm should con-
sider certain fundamental steps. The flowchart shown in Figure
4 traces the logic used in the developed procedure. The con-
cepts on which each step is based are outlined below.

Step 1: Define Parameters

The fust step in the proposed algorithm is for the agency to
def,ne the paramefers for the selcction of candidate sections
eligible for preventive maintenance and the strategies that
should be included in the strategy selection tables. The agency
would have the option of selecting preventive maintenance
activities from the default strategy tables stored in the data
base, or modifying these tables to fìt local needs and policies.
The default strategy tables may include preventive mainte-
nance treatments such as crack sealing, patching, slurry seals,
chip seals, and thin overlays. If strategy tables are developed
for various pavement functional classifications, any restrictions
on the use of certain activities on particular pavement ranks can
be incorporated into the decision proccss.

Included in the development of strategy sclection tables is
the identification of upgrading strategies for any altemative
excluded from consideration. The default upgrade strategy
would permit slurry seals to be upgradecl to chip seals, chip
seals to be upgraded to thin overlays, and thin overlays to be
upgraded to no preventive treatment (i.e., major rehabilitation)
if the former treatment is excluded. Any modifications to the
upgrading-strategy process should be made by the agency. This
step ensures that only eligible treatments be considered
throughout the remaining portion of the algorithm.
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Another parameter that needs to be defined includes the
minimum PCI above which a preventive maintena¡rce strategy
is recommended. Any sections with a PCI above the default
value should be considered eligible for preventive mainte-
nance. The recommended default value is a PCI of 70. Below
this value, more corrective or structural types of M&R ac-
tivities would normally be required.

Finally, unit costs for each of the possiblé preventive mainte-
nance treatments should be entered. Generally, costs are en-
tered in terms of dollars per square foot, with the exception of
some activities (e.g., crack sealing) that would be more appro-
priate in units of dollars per linear foot.

Step 2: Check Eligibility

Once the parameters have been defined, the data base is
searched to determine which sections fall within the established
parameters. In addition to checking the defined pa¡ameters, the
suitability of applying preventive maintenance treatments to
each section should be examined by asking questions that may
alert the agency to any unusual conditions. Typical questions
could include the following:

1. Does the latest PCI of the section fall outside the spec-
ified (or default) PCI range?

2. Is the required AC overlay thickness needed for the
section greater than 2.5 in.?

3. Does the pavemenl have a high deterioration rate?

Ifthe answer to any ofthese questions is yes, the section should
no longer be considered for preventive maintenance and project
level investigations should be performed.

Step 3: Generate Density/Severity
Classifications

After the candidate sections have been identifìed, density/se-
verity classifications should be determined. Unlike other pre-
ventive maintenance algorithms, which base density ranges on
the subjective judgment of a few engineers, this procedure,
developed at USA-CERL, relates distress density ranges di-
rectly to PCI deduct values. Three ranges of PCI deduct points
corresponding to an âcceptable amount of distress should be

PARATúETER
DEFINITION

GEf\JERAIE
PR EVENTI VE
IVIAINTENANC E

STRATEGIES

CH ECK
E L IG IBIL ITY

G E N ERATE
DENSITY/SEVERITY
CLASSI FICATIONS

G EN E R,ATÊ
OUTPUTS

CALCU LATE
cosrs

PR IOR ITIZ E

STRATEG I ES

DETERMINE
DOMINANT
STRATEGI ES

FIGURB 4 Preventive maintenance algorithm flowchart.
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establishcd for each of the thrce density lcvels: loW, medium,
and high. To accomplish this, the densities corresponding to
each of the deduct r¿mges must be dctermincd for all distress

type/severity lcvel combinations. The advantage to this ap-

proach is that the amount of dcterioration that each distress

type/severity level combination causes on the pavement is
derived from an objective rating scale that was used to deter-

mine PCI deduct values.

Because deduct valucs scrve as a type of wcighting factor
that indicates the size of the cffect that thc particular distress
type/severity level has on pavement condition, they can be used
as a quantifiablc indication of the amount of damage allowed
within each of the threc dcnsity rangcs for cach defìned distress
type and severity level, Through extcnsive use of the PCI, the
reliability of the deduct curves to represent the subjective rating
of expcrienced pavemcnt engincers has bcen accepted.

To demonstrate the use of this concept in a preventive
maintenance algorithm, polynomial curve-fitting techniques
developed at USA-CERL wcre used to derivc equations for the

PAVER PCI dcduct curyes. A total of lM curves were lìtted for
each of the defìned distress type/scvcrity lcvcl combinations for
asphalt concrete (AC) and PCC pavements. As an example,

Figure 5 shows a fourth-orclcr fìt for low-scverity alligator
cracking. If fourth-ordcr curves were not found to be accept-
able, fifth- and sixth-order curves were gcnerated to procure
the bcst possiblc fìt. After thc bcst lìt curves were found,
equations were written for each curve. As can be seen in the
figure, this technique resulted in excellcnt curve fìts.

A computer program that back-calculates distress densities
for any dcduct valuc was devclopcd using thc AC deduct curve
equationS. Densities werc determined for all AC distress type/
severity level combinations at various dcduct values. An exam-
ple of a portion of the output from thc program is shown in
Table 4.

Initial density ranges bascd on thc deduct value concepts
presentcd above were developcd based on input from several
pavement enginccrs. A low-dersity rangs was defincd for dis-
tress type/sevcrity levcl combinations corrcsponding to a dc-
duct value less than or equal to 10 points. Distress type/severity
level combinatioru with a range of deduct values bctween 10

and 20 points made up the medium-dcnsity classilìcation range,
and distress combìnations that resulted in decluct values greater
than or cqual to 20 points were assigned to the high-dcnsity

TABLE 4 PAVER DISTRESS DENSITY/DEDUCT VALUES

Distress Type Sever i ty LeveI Density (%)

Alligator Cracking

Bleeding

Bìeeding

Bleeding

Block Cracking

BIock Cracking

Block Cracking

Bumps and Sags

Corruqat ion

Corrugat ion

Depressi on

Edge Crack ing

Edge Crack ing

Jt Reflection Cråcking

Jt Ref lection Cracki.ng

Jt Reflection Cracking

Low

LoH

Hed i um

High

Low

Hed i um

High

Low

Low

lfedium

Lor

Low

Hed i um

Low

lled i um

High

0.e8913

r6.91303

e .031 l8

O . 9¿ie¿r I

5 .493e4

l. 96740

0.867?8

0. 69500

e.8517?

0.10000

1 . B58rt7

e.80141

0. e7844

?.?a6??

0 . ?3506

o. eo6e5

Note: Distress densities correspond to a deduct value of 5.00.

classifìcation range. The resulting low-, medium-, and high-
dcnsity ranges are shown in Tables 5, 6, and 7 for low-,
medium-, and high-severity asphalt concrete distress types,
respectively. Future research should include obtaining the opin-
ions of additional pavement engineers for modificatiorn to the
initial density ranges. In areas where PCI deterioration rates
vary from the average rate because of climatic or other condi-
tions, the dcnsity range tables can easily be designed to suit
local conditions.

To use the tables, each disress typc/severity level identifìed in
the condition survey is located in the appropriate severity level
table. From these tables, corresponding density classifications

!
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s
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l
Õ
Uô
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75 00

50 00

25 00

0.25 050 t25 200
OE NSITY

FIGURE 5 Fourth-order fit curve for low-severity alligator
crack¡ng.
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TABLE 5 DENSITY RANGES FOR LOW-SEVERITY
DISTRESSES

Low l'îed i urn

Densi ty Densi ty

TRAN SPORTATION RDSEARCTI RECORD 1 123

TABLE 6 DENSITY RANGES FOR MEDIUM-SEVI]RITY
DISTRESSES

Hiqh
Density

Low Iled I Um

Dens i ty Oens i ty
High
DensityDistress Type

Alligator Cracking

Bleeding

Blotrk Cracking

Bumps and Sags

Corrugation

Depress i on

Edge Cracking

Jt, Reflection Cr

Lane/Shoulder Dropoff

L/T Cràck i ng

Patch/lltility Cut

Po I ished Aggregate

Po tho I eç

RR Crossing

Rutting

Shov i ng

SÌippage Cracking

Swel I

l.leather i, ng & Rave I i ng

< 1 1-3

< 38 >38

< l¿t 14 - qB

<? ?-4

<7 7-e0

< 5 5 - 1l

<9 >9

<6 6-18

<8 >Ê

< 5 5 - 14

< 5 5 - 15

< 40 >40

< 0.05 0.05 - 0.10

<8 8-50

<t 1-5

< 3 3 - 10

<e e-ó

<7 7-30

< 32 >3e

>3

No Data

>48

>4

>e0

> 11

No Data

> l8

No Data

> llr

> 15

No Data

> 0.10

>50

>5

> 10

>6

>30

No Data

Note: Low severity distress (7o distress density). Jt Reflection C¡ =
joint reflection cracking; I-lT Cracking = longitudinavtransverse
cracking; RR = railroad.

are assigned bascd on the total quantity of the particular dis-
tress type/severity level combination tabulated for the section.

Each density classification is then locatcd in a density/severity
classification code table such as thc one shown in Table 8. This
table assigns a numbcr from I to 9, which coÍesponds to a

possible preventive maintenancc stratcgy, as explained in thc
next step.

For example, if a distress survcy on one section indicates
that there is 5 percent low-severity alligator cracking and 3
percent medium-severity edge cracking prcsent, density classi-
flcations of high and medium would be assigned from Tables 5

and 6, respectively. Entering Table 8 for the alligator cracking
with a high-density classifìcation and low-severity levcl, gives
a density/severity classifìcation code of 3. Repeating the pro-
cedure for the medium-severity edge cracking with a medium-
density classification gives a density/scverity classification
code of 5. Thcse values will be used in thc next step to
determine appropriate prcventive maintenance stratcgies.

Step 4: Generate Preventive Maintenance Strategies

The distress dcnsity/severity classification code identifìed in
the previous step for each distress type is entered into an

Distress Type

Alligator Cracking ( 0.e0

Bleeding < 6

Elock Crackinq < 5

Bumps and Sags < 0.e0

Corrugation < 0.50

Depression < ?

Edge Cracking < e

Jt Reflection Cr < e

Lane/Shoulder Dropoff < 5

L/T Cracking < 1

Patch/Utility Cut ( I

Poiished Aggregate < q0

Potholes < 0,0e

RR Crossing < Ê

Rutting < 0.3

Shoving ( 1

Sl ippage Crack ing < 1

Swel I No Datð

l.¡eather ing & Ravel ing < e

0.e0 - 1.0 > I

6-?q >e4

5 - 16 > 16

0.e0-0.70 >0.70

0.50 - e.0 > e

2-6 >6

?-6 >6

?-4 >4

5 - t0 > 10

1-4 >4

1-4 >¿t

> 40 No Data

0.04-o.04 >0.04

?-4 >4

0.30 - 1.0 > I

1-3 > 3

l-e >e

<3 >3

e-le >le

Note: Medium severity distresses (7o distress density).

appropriate strategy-selection table. An excerpt from a typical
table for primary and secondary roads is shown in Table 9.

These tables should be developed for various pavemcnt func-
tional classifìcations and should include lcgitimate preventive

maintenance strategies. Commonly used strategies for AC
pavcments typically include crack scaling, chip seals, slurry
seals, patching, thin overlays, do nothing, and no appropriate
preventive maintenance strategy. The default table is modifìed
according to the parameters established in Step I so that a

customized recommendation can be made. The altematives
shown in Table 9 were selected by combining the existing
proccdures for identifying M&R altematives in the PAVER

system (Table 3) with the experienced judgment of pavement

engineers,

As a result of this step, appropriate preventivc maintenance
strategies are specified for each distress type/severity levcl
identifìed in the latest condition survey. If the selcctcd treat-
ment was excluded from consideration in Step 1, it should now
be upgraded to a treatmenr dcfìned within the esrablished pa-
rameters. If, for example, a chip seal is identified as the recom-
mended strategy for a particular distress type on a high-volume
pavement but local policy prevents the use of this type of
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TABLE 7 DENSITY RANGE,S FOR I-IICTI-SEVE,RITY DISTRESSES

Distress ïype Low Density llediuß Density High Density

Aì I igàtor Crack ing

Bleeding

Block Crack ihg

Bumps and Sags

Corrugat ion

Depress i on

Edge Cracking

Jt Reflection Cr

Låne/Shoulder Dropoff

L/T Cracking

Patch/Utility Cut

Pol ished Aggregate

Po tho I es

RR Crossing

Rutting

Shov i ng

Sl ippage Cracking

Swel I

l.leatherinq & Ravel inq

No Data

<3

No Dåta

< 0.I

No Data

< 0.6

< 0.5

<?

< 0.4

< 0.3

< ¿t0

No Data

No Dat¿

( 
^?

< 0.4

< o.4

No Datà

< 0.e

< 0.5

3-8

< 0.1

0.1 - 0.e

(c

0.6 - e.0

0.5 - 2.0

0.4 - 1.O

0.3 - 1.0

>40

No Datð

(l

0.a - 0.5

0.¿ - 1.0

0.¿r - 1.0

No Dåta

0.e - e.0

> 0.5

>8

> 0.1

> 0.e

>e

>a

>e

>5

>1

>l
No Data

> o.0l

>1

> o.5

> |.0

> 1.O

DISTR ESS

SEVER ITY

treatment, the recommended strategy should be upgradod to a

thin overlay (or to the appropriate treatrìent, as identified in
Step 1).

Using the same example as in the previous step, and apply-

ing the recommcndations found in Table 9, the suggested strat-

egy for the alligator cracking would be Thin Overlay. Similar
strategy tables would exist for all othcr dislress types'

Step 5: Determine Dominant Strategies

After all possible preventive ntaintenance altematives have

been identified for a section, one dominant strategy needs to be

selected. This step should include the formation of a fìow chart,

Note: High severity distresses (7o distress density).

TABLE S DENSTTY/SEVERITY
CLASSIFICATION CODES

DISTRESS DENSITY

TABLE 9 EXCERPT FROM STRATEGY SELECTION
TABLE: PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ROADS

DISTRESS TYPÊ: ALLIGATOR CRACKING

Classification Code Preventrve Marntenance Strateey

DO NOTHING

Ã1 PATCH I NG

2,3,5,6 THIN OVERLAY

8.9 NONE PREVENTATIVE

which includes all possible combinations that could be selected

for a section identilìed as a preventive maintenance candidate,

The flowch¿rt must distinguish which altematives override
others and which combinations give an indication that preven-

tive maintenance may not be appropriate, and a projeÆt level
investigation should be performed. An example of a flowchart
is shown in Figure 6.

The dominant strategy selected should also include any lo-
calized corrective treatments such as crack sealing or patching,
which nced to be applied before the recommendcd altemative
is applicd. Quantities of work should also be determined for the

calculation of costs as described in a later step.
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FIGURE 7 Preventive mâintenânce
prioritization scheme.

Step 6: Prioritize Strategies

Once the fìnal decision has becn made about the appropriate
dominant strategf the agency must devise a ranking scheme so
that the most crucial projects are ftmded fìrst. Typically, param-
eters used in the decision process include some indicator of
condition and functional classilìcation of the pavement. A
sample prioritization scheme is shown in Figure 7. This scheme
places the emphasis on applying proventive maintenance treat-
ments to eligible sections with the highest functional classifìca-
tion (primary) and worst condition (70 < PCI < 80). Any re-

maining money is then allocated to candidate sections on
primary roads with PCIs between 80 and 90. Additional proj-
ects continue to be scheduled in ordcr of priority until all
prevenl.ive maintenance funding is depletcd.

Step 7: Calculate Costs

Based on the costs' input in Step 1, an optimal preventive
maintenance budget should be prcpared that determines the
costs associated with applying the selected treatmcnt to each
candidate section. These costs will be used in the ncxt stsp to
determine actual preventive maintenance projects.

Step 8: Generate Outputs

The results of the previous seven steps are summarized and
presented in the form of a prevcntive maintenance report out-
lining work to be performed and budget estimates. By combin-
ing the prioritized work list obtaincd in Step 6 and the cost
figures obtaincd in Step 7 with the actual amount of dollars
available, a list of actual preventive maintenance projects will
be obtained.

SUMMARY

A Pavement Management Systcm is an important tool for
pavement engineers in maintaining pavements in the best pos-
sible condition for the lowest cost. By performing pavement
repairs while thc pavements are still in good condition, costs
can be reduced by a factor of 4 to 5. The applicarion of
prcventive maintenance treatments can play an important role
in prolonging pavement service life by deterring pavement
deterioration. This paper presentcd the development of a pre-
ventive maintenance algorithm for use in Pavemcnt Manage-
ment SystenÌs and introduced a new concept in determining
distress density limits for the recommendation of preventive
maintenance treatments.

The preventive maintenance algorithm outlined in this paper
consists of several fundamental steps, First, parameters are

l1

defined. This includes identifying which treatments are to be

considered and the unit costs associated with these activities, in
addition to the minimum pavement condition above which a

preventive maintenance strategy is recommended. Eligible sec-

tions are identified, and distress density classifications are

determined.

Unlike other preventive maintenance algorithms, which base

density ranges on subjective judgments, a procedure is de-
scribed in this paper that was developed at USA-CERL that
relates distress density directly to PCI deduct values. The
advantage to this approach is that the amount of deterioration
that each distress type/severity level combination causes on the

pavement is derived from an objective rating scale that was

used to determine PCI deduct values,

After candidate sections have been identified and density
classifications have been assigned, preventive maintenance
treatments are recornmended, A dominant strategy is selected
from all possible treatments for a section, and costs are calcu-
lated. Based on the agcncy prioritization scheme and the bud-
get available, actual preventive maintenance projects can be

identilìcd.
The preventive maintenance concepts outlined in this paper

are applicable to both AC and PCC pavements. They are

designed to be flexible enough to allow for local policies and
conditions. In addition, they can be easily expanded to include
environmental or geographical factors and additional preven-
tive maintenance treatments at a later date,
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